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Gone Phishing

Key Tips to Avoiding IT Security Breaches

With stories about the latest hacking or security flaw
popping up daily, it seems more important than ever
to take extra precautions. As advanced as hacking
technology gets, there are still a few easy things you
can do to help keep your information safe.
Password management company SplashData puts
out a list every year of the 25 worst passwords. With
passwords like “123456” and “password” coming out
on top, it’s easy to see why hackers are so successful.
Instead, use passwords with at least eight characters
and of mixed types, such as numbers, punctuation
marks and spaces.

email because of
a sketchy looking
link, you might not
be aware of a phishing
attempt on social media sites.
With the advent of shortened links
on Facebook and Twitter, these might be
harder to identify. It can be especially tricky
because they often come from friends or followers you
know and trust.

Use different passwords.

Cover your passwords.

Pick a difficult password.

It’s also essential to use different passwords for every
website you’re on. A common hacker strategy is to
find an easy site to hack into and use that password
to get into everything else. If you have a hard time
remembering separate passwords, there are downloads
like 1Password that let you remember one password
while it remembers the others.

Be cautious of what you share.

Any information that you share online can be used by
hackers. Social media gives hackers an easy way to
find out personal information, giving them the ability to
customize phishing emails and phone calls just for you.

Beware of phishing.

While you might be familiar with a typical phishing

Not all hacking happens through advanced technology.
If you’re logging onto a website while anywhere in
public, be aware of who’s around and what they can
see. Typing your passwords in clear view is all a hacker
needs to get in.

Don’t use real answers to security
questions.

All of those security questions you answer about your
mother’s maiden name, your first pet, the street you
lived on or your favorite color can easily be discovered
through a little bit of digging. Instead, make up an
answer, as long as you can remember it later.
Call 877-599-3999 or email Sales@StratNet.com for more info.

I

t doesn’t take long for new technology to travel from the
marketplace to an office space. With concepts like BYOD and
virtualization becoming widespread knowledge, it was only
a matter of time before the trend of working from home became
more common practice. Because after all, who wouldn’t enjoy the
ability to occasionally work from the comfort of their own home?
Recent statistics show that the days of working 9-5 in the office every
day are no more. Not only are people working an average of 8.8 hours a
day, but 1 in 5 Americans work from home at least once a week. In fact,
from 2005 to 2012, telecommuting has grown nearly 80 percent. A
series of blogs posted by Virgin Entrepreneur even showed how flexible
workplaces are becoming an important influencing factor for an employee
when choosing an employer. So how is it possible for businesses to
offer flexibility without raising expenses and lowering productivity?
The answer is typically a reliable and effective IT department. Between
the servers, desktops, applications and the additional security, there’s a
lot that goes into virtualization. It’s important for a business’ IT support
staff to accommodate this evolving workplace while still considering their
corporate budget and priorities. There are many different options for
desktop virtualization and applications for working remotely, so there’s one
solution won’t fit all. Some businesses may want to focus on BYOD options,
while others could want the priority on mobilizing Windows applications.
Regardless of what type of virtualization your company is interested in,
the staff at Stratosphere Networks is experienced, knowledgeable and
equipped to help businesses with the transition. Feel free to call us at
877-599-3999 to find out how we can give your employees the flexibility
that working from home provides but without breaking your budget.
Call 877-599-3999 or email Sales@StratNet.com for more info.

Home Sweet Home
Why embracing remote work is more important than ever

Recipe for Disaster

A plan to prevent technology disasters

In the event of a disaster, how would your business react? If the
answer to that question is: “I don’t know,” then you might have
a problem. While you can continue thinking that nothing bad
will occur, the truth is that disasters can happen. Whether they
arise in the form of a flood, fire, tornado, earthquake, blizzard
or meteor, you should be prepared. When it comes to running
a business, it’s important to expect the unexpected.

✓ Develop a Business Continuity Plan

The first step is for the owner or someone in upper management
to take charge and lead the way to a concrete plan. A solid
continuity plan involves more than just IT, but should have
plans for every department. Therefore, all departments should
be involved and have input. This means that every person
should contribute, from the top executives to the entry-level
assistants. Use your resources to come up with an operations
manual that includes how you run your business, information
about the telecommunications infrastructure and all vendor/
employee contact information. An additional positive is that
by taking the time and budget to make a plan, your staff will
be reassured that their company will be prepared in a difficult
situation.

✓ Conduct a Risk Analysis

The next step involves looking at each area of your business
and analyzing the potential risks associated. Think about how
much money you could lose, how many customers could leave
and if you’ll be able to comply with regulations. Figuring out
the potential risks will help you come up with a plan to prevent
any worst-case scenarios. It’s also important to make sure that
all of your electronic and paper information is safe. Store paper
documents in a fire-safe cabinet or scan them into a document
management system or cloud storage. A managed service
provider like Stratosphere Networks offers disaster recovery
and backup solutions to help as well.

✓ Maintain Open Communications

And lastly, in the event of a disaster, maintaining communication
with your employees will be crucial. Either contact them
individually or set up a phone tree that alerts them of the
situation, how it affects their job and any instructions. A
company’s most important resource is their people. So
regardless of the situation, make sure they stay in the loop and
are aware of exactly what they should be doing.
Call 877-599-3999 or email Sales@StratNet.com for more info.

Get Green
Real ways IT outsourcing can grow your green initiative

H

aving reliable, efficient technical support requires the employment of experienced IT
managers, programmers, analysts, web developers, engineers, and technicians, at
minimum. In order to accommodate an entire technical team, these employees must
be provided with workspace, hardware, software, telephones, lights, heating/airconditioning, office supplies, etc. All of these amenities are not only a financial drain; they
take a substantial environmental toll as well.
Outsourcing your IT is an excellent solution for circumventing the ecological and monetary
burdens of supporting an in-house technical team. Outsourcing gives your company the
opportunity to benefit from a reliable team of experienced experts while simultaneously
shrinking the size and energy use of your office space. Established IT managed service
providers like Stratosphere Networks can help your company decrease its carbon footprint
with a number of specific solutions.

Desktop Virtualization: Virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual version of

something, such as a hardware platform, operating system, storage device, or network
resources. Desktop virtualization allows the reduction of physical servers, which minimizes
energy consumption. This solution enables the use of just one centralized server- again
decreasing costs and energy. According to VMware, for every server virtualized, customers
have the opportunity to save about 7,000 kilowatt hours (kWh), or four tons of CO2
emissions, every year.

Cloud Computing: Cloud services are the widespread use of virtualization, service-

oriented architecture and utility computing. Cloud computing is one of the most costeffective and energy efficient ways to do business today. This is because physical systems and
hardware are unnecessary. Cloud also boasts a variety of hosted solutions including backup
and disaster recovery. Your company can securely store all of its information virtually, by
dramatically reducing the need for costly ink, printer paper, file hardcopy, and printed records.

Remote Solutions: Take advantage of your provider’s remote capabilities by scheduling
HD videoconferences and chats instead of holding meetings. Allow employees the opportunity
to work from home by logging into their desktop computers remotely. This reduces employee
fuel/travel expenses and sidesteps the obvious environmental consequences of long commutes.
It also saves time as any virtual meeting can be held on the spur of the moment.
Equipment Updates and Disposal: When hardware or software becomes obsolete, your

IT provider not only updates them but also disposes of equipment in an environmentally responsible
manner. Discarded technical equipment and electronics are composed of hazardous materials. When
disposed of incorrectly, this ‘e-waste’ poses an enormous threat to human and environmental health.
By outsourcing your IT, you ensure the prevention of dangerous e-waste as well as the hassle of updating
your systems.
Call 877-599-3999 or email Sales@StratNet.com for more info.

IT outsourcing gives your
company the opportunity to
benefit from a reliable team
of experienced experts while
simultaneously shrinking the
size and energy use of your
office space.

Our Team

The Stratosphere Networks team
consists of a fully-staffed, in-house
team of IT professionals with a wide
range of experience and certifications.
All members are armed with intellect,
dedication,
professionalism,
and
integrity. We continuously invest in
their professional growth, education,
and certifications so they are aligned
and partnered with our customers to
achieve mutual success.

Questions?
Call Us Today!
Nationwide Live Help Desk
(877) 599-3999
www.StratosphereNetworks.com
Sales@StratosphereNetworks.com

Stratosphere Networks, a leading IT managed service provider and BBB Accredited Business, has
been recognized as hiredMyway’s #1 top technology company and as a Channel Partners 360°Award
winner. Stratosphere is also listed on the CRN Fast Growth 150 and MSPmentor’s Top 501 Global
Managed and Cloud Providers. We offer our customers a wide range of managed services including
proactive monitoring, backup and disaster recovery, hosted email, spam detection, desktop and
server support, router management, virtualization, remote and on-site support, business continuity,
and more. Our team of IT experts works collaboratively leveraging our unparalleled $2.5 Million
Network
2 Operations Center to provide world class service.

